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Abstract
The accurate simulation of excitonic energy transfer in molecular complexes with coupled
electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom is essential for comparing excitonic system-
parameters obtained from ab-initio methods with measured time-resolved spectra. Several ex-
act methods for computing the exciton dynamics within a density-matrix formalism are known,
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but are restricted to small systems with less than ten sites due to their computational complex-
ity. To study the excitonic energy transfer in larger systems, we adapt and extend the ex-
act hierarchical equation of motion (HEOM) method to various high-performance many-core
platforms using the Open Compute Language (OpenCL). For the light-harvesting complex II
(LHC II) found in spinach, the HEOM results deviate from predictions of approximate theo-
ries and clarify the time-scale of the transfer-process. We investigate the impact of resonantly
coupled vibrations on the relaxation and show that the transfer does not rely on a fine-tuning
of specific modes.
1 Introduction
The excitonic energy transfer in light-harvesting complexes starts with the excitation of an elec-
tronic state. The excited system is out of thermal equilibrium with the molecular environment,
which couples the electronic degrees of freedom to the vibrational modes. The excitons transverse
the molecular network consisting of pigments such as (bacterio)chlorophylls toward the thermal
equilibrium populations at the network sites. Understanding these processes requires to develop a
coupled system-bath model, referred to as open quantum system. For light-harvesting complexes,
usually these models are based on the Frenkel-exciton description.1–3
With the availability of femto-second laser sources for triggering the excitation, a detailed,
quantitative experimental study of the transport sequence has been achieved with time-resolved
2d-echo spectra and transient absorption spectra. The recorded 2d-echo spectra of the Fenna-
Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex4–6 and the light-harvesting complex II (LHC II)7 contain a
wealth of information and show the dissipative nature of the excitonic transport in form of the
movement of peak intensity from the initially excited states along the diagonal of the 2d-spectra
toward lower-energy, off-diagonal locations.4 On top of the relaxation process, oscillatory compo-
nents prevail in 2d-spectra which contain signatures of electronic coherences and specific vibra-
tional modes.6,8–10
The coupling to the environment determines the transfer efficiency in LHCs11,12 through the
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bath-correlation time of the phonon bath,13–15 the shape of the continuum part of the spectral
density,9,16 and specific structures within the spectral density.9,17 For the FMO complex, the su-
perohmic character of the spectral density results in long-lasting electronic coherences despite a
strong coupling to the environment.9 To investigate to what extend specific modes in the spectral
density affect transfer time-scales in larger light-harvesting networks calls for efficient methods
to calculate the exciton dynamics for realistic spectral densities. Several accurate computational
methods for obtaining the transfer-dynamics have been developed, but their application to larger
systems is either hindered by their long run-times, often exceeding days for a dimer system or
limited to structureless spectral densities.18,19
Here, we introduce the QMaster-tool for high-performance computations of open-system dy-
namics across a wide range of parallel accelerators, including large-memory devices. As shown
previously, the hierarchical equation of motion (HEOM) method shows excellent scalability on
graphics processing units (GPU) processors15,20 and has been the only tool employed to date to
compute 2d spectra of the FMO complex for structured spectral densities.9 The GPU-HEOM tool
is publicly available as a ready-to-run cloud computing tool hosted on the nanohub platform.21
For studying systems larger than the FMO complex, the GPU approach is limited by the avail-
able memory on the GPU-device. The advantage of the QMaster-tool lies in the flexibility to
run HEOM on different hardware architectures comprising multi-core CPUs, GPUs, and the Intel
XeonPhi accelerator. This flexibility allows one to choose the compute hardware according to the
needs for the investigated system and to benefit from the high-compute throughput provided by
GPUs as well as from the large memory found in multi-core CPU workstations.
We deploy the QMaster-tool to accurately predict the time-scale of excitonic energy transfer in
LHC II found in spinach,22 which is part of the photo- and antenna-system of higher plants.23–25
LHC II consists of three monomeric units with 14 chlorophylls (Chl), further divided into two
types Chla/Chlb. Energy-transfer in LHC II works by a transfer and relaxation process between
both chlorophyll types. Besides the larger number of clorophylls (14 Chl per monomeric unit
in LHC 2, compared to 7 bacteriochlorophylls in FMO), also the spectral density of LHC II
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is highly structured with more than 48 vibrational peaks revealed by fluorescence line narrow-
ing spectroscopy.26,27 To investigate the impact of peaks in the spectral density on the transfer
dynamics we include several underdamped vibrational modes in the calculations. There is an
ongoing debate if underdamped modes in LHCs are tuned to resonance to enhance the transfer
efficiency.28,29 It has been suggested that non-classical phenomena and vibration-assisted trans-
fer through resonantly coupled underdamped modes enhances Chlb/Chla inter-band relaxation in
LHC II.29 For the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex and dimer models computations with
HEOM and the quasi-adiabatic path integral (QUAPI) show that added underdamped modes act as
additional dissipative channels, which do not alter the transfer efficiency appreciably.16,30,31 How-
ever, 2d echo-spectra are more susceptible to vibrational modes and reflect both, electronic and
vibrational effects.10
Due to the lack of computational capabilities, energy-transfer in LHC II had been previously
calculated only with approximate methods32–34 with non-conclusive results for the transfer time-
scales. The predictions for the relaxation time differ by more than one order of magnitude27,32,35–37
from the results of Renger et al.34 Approximate methods work best in specific limits of delocal-
ized (Redfield type) or incoherent dynamics (Förster transfer), or alternatively try to interpolate
between the two cases. Any interpolation and combination of Förster/Redfield methods requires
to introduce an empirical cut-off parameter, which depends on the precise system parameters (ex-
citonic energies) as well as on the environment (temperature). The optimal value for the cut-off
parameter is a priori unknown. In contrast to the approximate methods, HEOM does work across
the full range of coupling strengths38 and includes the effects of dynamic localization due to the
reorganization process.36
In Sec. 2, we discuss the underlying design of the software stack for separating the performance-
critical accelerated routines (kernels) from the high-level object oriented framework, supporting
sustainable software development39 and paving the way for accurate simulations of larger light-
harvesting systems. We demonstrate that with small modifications the same algorithm runs effi-
ciently across different many-core devices and at the same time takes advantage of the specific
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Figure 1: Scaling of the required device memory of GPU-HEOM/QMaster simulations with in-
creasing number of peaks in the spectral density for a 14-site LHC II-monomer and a 7-site FMO
monomer. The hierarchy truncation level is set to Nmax = 3. The grey area represents the device
memory of the Nvidia K40 GPU platform.
device features.
The Frenkel exciton model is setup in Sec. 3 to investigate the effects of structures in the
spectral density on energy transfer times in LHC II (Sec. 4). In Sec. 5 we calculate the relaxation
time-scale in LHC II and discuss short-comings of previous approximative results. Finally, we
outline future developments and give additional details of the algorithm and the implementation in
the appendix.
2 Algorithm design for high performance accelerators
A significant component of the supercomputing infrastructure is currently transitioning to mas-
sively parallel many-core accelerators already built into single servers, rather than solely relying
on network-linked CPU cores. Besides GPU accelerators, Intel released 2013 the first Many In-
tegrated Core (Intel-MIC) device, the Xeon Phi. Existing programs and standard algorithms have
been optimized over decades for conventional CPU systems and are not directly able to take ad-
vantage of new accelerator architectures.40
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For studying the dynamics in open quantum systems, two many-core enabled tools have been
implemented and are publicly available for users: (i) GPU-HEOM for solving the hierarchical
equations of motions on graphics processing units (GPU)15,21 and (ii) the parallel hierarchy in-
tegrator (phi-tool) for multi-core CPU systems.19 The phi-tool and GPU-HEOM follow different
performance strategies and target different applications. The phi-tool makes use of the large sys-
tem memory available in workstations to compute the exciton-dynamics for instance in the light-
harvesting complexes LH 2 (B850 ring) and LH 1 (B875 ring), a combined 50 sites system, which
requires up to 108 GB of memory.19 The phi-tool is tied to a structureless Drude-Lorentz shape of
the spectral density and to the propagation of a density-matrix specified at the initial time. GPU-
HEOM is more flexible in the calculation modes21 and utilizes the high compute-throughput of
modern GPUs for the efficient computation of numerically-intense two-dimensional echo-spectra
of the FMO complex.9,10 The application of GPU-HEOM is restricted by the amount of GPU de-
vice memory (6 GB or 12 GB on the current Nvidia K20/K40 GPU). While the GPU memory
steadily increases, Fig. 1 shows that extending the complexity of the spectral density (indicated by
the number of peaks in the spectral density) quickly exhausts the available memory. Two strategies
are available to overcome the memory bottleneck: (i) a multi-device method, which distributes
memory across different devices, or (ii) a move to non-GPU accelerators with larger memory.
The first approach introduces a considerable overhead to manage the distributed memory and the
program flow. In addition one needs to reduce the time-consuming memory transfers across the
connected computers by partly duplicating the memory contents (‘halo technique’41). The QMas-
ter-tool follows the second strategy by using the Open Compute Language (OpenCL) to maintain
a common code-basis over all supported accelerator devices, while still taking advantage of device
specific features. The cross-platform performance of QMaster is shown in Fig. 2(a), which charts
the compute time for one propagation step of the density matrix representing the monomeric unit
of LHC II consisting of 14 chlorophylls (hierarchy truncation at Nmax = 3, spectral density J3peaks).
In this case, the HEOM approach utilizes 105,995 auxiliary matrices which consume 1.9 GB of
memory. The same code is run across different devices, including the Nvidia C2070, K20 and K40
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Figure 2: Average computation time of QMaster for one Runge-Kutta 4th-order integration step.
Parameters used: spectral density J3peaks, hierarchy truncation at Nmax = 3, resulting in 105,995
auxiliary matrices and 1.9 GB memory consumption. (a) QMaster performance across different
OpenCL platforms. The K40, K20, C2070 GPU-devices show the best performance, followed
by the AMD Opteron 64 CPU-cores setup. The Xeon Phi system does not reach its theoretically
possible peak-performance. (b) speed-up of HEOM on the AMD Opteron 64-core CPU system as
a function of active cores, controlled by the OpenCL device-fission extension.
GPUs, the Intel Xeon-Phi, and an AMD Opteron 6376 64-core CPU system. The best absolute
performance is measured on the GPU systems. The advances in GPU technology are manifest in
the steady performance gains seen by using newer GPU devices. From the release of the C2070
GPU at the end of 2010 to the K40 Kepler generation one finds a 2.3 fold reduction in computation
time per propagation step from 0.51 s (C2070) to 0.22 s (K40). Although the XeonPhi has a similar
theoretical peak performance for double-precision floating point operations as the K40, the Xeon-
Phi runs about five times slower. We attribute this to missing vectorization and optimization paths
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of the OpenCL compiler and note that similar effects are also seen in other benchmark calcula-
tions.40 One important finding is the excellent performance of the OpenCL HEOM-kernels on the
64-core AMD Opteron 6376 processor. The AMD processor resides in a workstation with 252 GB
main memory and is therefore suitable for computations with large memory requirements. To an-
alyze the scaling of QMaster with the number of active CPU cores, we employ the device-fission
extension of OpenCL and increase successively the number of active cores. Fig. 2(b) shows the
speed-up of multi-core runs compared to a single-core run. QMaster scales linearly up to 48 cores
before the curve starts to saturate. By utilizing all 64 available cores, we obtain a 54-fold speed-
up. OpenCL reserves one core for instructions of the operating system and there is no difference
between using 63 and 64 cores.
The modular QMaster-tool has been developed around the design-principle of a single propa-
gation thread executing on the host-system, which delegates the execution to the attached many-
core device. The propagation thread follows the time-evolution of the quantum-mechanical sys-
tems interacting with the vibrational environment. Depending on the calculation mode, the user
schedules different events on the propagation thread, for instance a sequence of pump-probe laser
pulses. When a previously registered event is executed, the standard forward-propagation on the
accelerator is interrupted and for instance the dipole-operator of the laser-field is applied to the
quantum-system stored on the accelerator. After completing the event handling, the propagation
thread resumes. Additional extensions of the standard Hamiltonian are optionally attached to the
propagation thread, such as exciton trapping sites and general loss channels. The chosen setup
ensures that the performance-critical kernels run most of the time uninterrupted and exclusively on
the accelerator device.
3 Modelling exciton-dynamics in LHC II
We use QMaster to accurately determine the time-scale of energy relaxation from the high energy
Chlb band to the low energy Chla band within one monomeric of LHC II. The model follows
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the standard Frenkel-exciton description of light-harvesting complexes within the single exciton
manifold.3 The Hamiltonian in the site basis denoted by |m〉 (each Chl constitutes one site of the
N-sites complex) is
Hex =
N
∑
m=1
ε0m|m〉〈m|+ ∑
m>n
Jmn(|m〉〈n|+ |n〉〈m|). (1)
The parameters for the N = 14 LHC II site energies and the inter-site couplings Jmn are given in
the SI. At each site the electronic state is coupled to molecular vibrations, which are characterized
by a set of harmonic oscillators
Hphon =∑
m,i
h¯ωi,mb†i,mbi,m. (2)
We assume a linear coupling of the exciton system to the vibrations and uncorrelated vibrations at
different sites:
Hex−phon =∑
m
a†mam∑
i
h¯ωi,mdi,m(bi,m+b†i,m). (3)
The reorganization energy Hreorg = ∑mλma†mam with λm = ∑i h¯ωi,md2i,m/2 is added to the site
energy ε0m. The frequency dependent coupling strength is given by the spectral density
Jm(ω) = pi∑
i
h¯2ω2i,md
2
i,mδ (ω−ωi,m). (4)
The form of the spectral density J(ω) for LHC II is modelled upon data from fluorescence line
narrowing spectroscopy42 (JLHC II, Fig. 3). The measured structured peaks in the spectral density
are contained in different parametrizations and added on top of the background function JR, taken
from Ref.,43 supporting info (S9)
JR(ω) =
0.5h¯ω2pi
(s1+ s2)
∑
i=1,2
siω3e−
√
ω/ωi
7!2ω4i
, s1,2 = {0.8,0.5}, ω1,2 = {0.56,1.94} cm−1 (5)
The background spectral density JR contributes about 40 cm−1 to the reorganization energy h¯λm =∫ ∞
0 dω
Jm(ω)
piω and the 20 additional peaks located within the range of excitonic eigenenergy differ-
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ences result in the combined reorganization energy of 216 cm−1. JLHC II = JR+ JBO is given as a
superposition of underdamped Brownian oscillators with parameters from Tab. S9, SI44
JBO(ω) = 2h¯∑
j
S jΩ3j
ωνvib
(Ω2j −ω2)2+ω2νvib
, (6)
with h¯νvib = 10 cm−1. To apply HEOM computationally efficient, a decomposition of the spectral
density into multiple hierarchies is required.9,45 To this end, we parametrize the spectral density as
a sum over N shifted Drude-Lorentz peaks
JNpeaks(ω) =
N
∑
k=1
(
νkλkω
ν2k +(ω+Ωk)2
+
νkλkω
ν2k +(ω−Ωk)2
)
. (7)
Figure 3 details the spectral density of LHC II and various decompositions as sum of shifted Drude-
Lorentz peaks, which reflect different levels of approximations to JLHC II.
QMaster solves the exciton dynamics based on an extension of the hierarchical coupled equa-
tions of motion approach (HEOM) to structured spectral densities.9,46 The reduced density matrix
is obtained by tracing out the vibrational degrees of freedom from the density matrix R(t) of the
combined system and vibrational bath HamiltonianH =Hex+Hphon+Hex−phon
ρ(t) = trvibrationsR(t) (8)
The HEOM method for obtaining ρ(t) is described in detail elsewhere.14,46–48 Here, we focus on
the performance critical parts of the algorithm and discuss strategies for achieving high-performance
across different accelerator devices, including GPUs.15 For large systems and complex spectral
densities, HEOM requires to integrate a system of up to several millions of auxiliary density ma-
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trices σ~n
d
dt
σ~n(t) = − i
h¯
[Hex,σ~n(t)]
−
N,M
∑
m,k=1,s=±1
2
β h¯2
λkνk
(γ1+ isΩk)2−ν2k
V×m V
×
m σ
~n(t)
−
N,M
∑
m,k=1,s=±1
nm,k,s(νk+ s iΩk)σ~n(t)
+
N,M
∑
m,k=1,s=±1
( i
h¯
V×m σ
~n+m,k,s(t)+θm,k,sσ
~n−m,k,s(t)
)
, (9)
with operators
θm,k,s =
i
2
( 2λk
kBT h¯
V×m − iλk(νk+ s iΩk)V◦m−
2λk
β h¯2
(νk+ isΩk)2
γ21 − (νk+ isΩk)2
V×m
)
, (10)
and
V×m σ = [a
†
mam,σ ], V
◦
mσ = [a
†
mam,σ ]+. (11)
The index~n of the auxiliary matrix σ~n is defined as tuple
~n= (n1,1,+,n1,1,−, . . . ,n1,M,+,n1,M,−, . . . ,nN,M,+,nN,M,−) (12)
where nm,k,± ∈ N. The first index m= 1, . . . ,N runs over sites, the second one k = 1, . . . ,M covers
the number of shifted Drude-Lorentz peaks, and the s=± denotes the sign of the frequency shift
±Ωk. We further define~n±m,k,s = (n1,k,+, . . . ,nm,k,s±1, . . . ,nN,M,−). The reduced density matrix is
defined as ρ(t) = σ~0(t). For computational efficiency we split Eq. (9) into three parts, according
to the alignment between the hierarchy members σ~n on the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. The evaluation of
the commutator [Hex,σ~n(t)] for all hierarchy members entails many matrix-matrix multiplications
between a constant matrix representingHex and all hierarchy matrices. For this step, the memory
locations of input and output hierarchy members are aligned, which increases the data throughput.
The hierarchy members coupled in the next part of Eq. (9) are stored at two different locations
11
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Figure 3: Spectral density J(ω)for the LHC II monomer in different parametriza-
tions. For the calculations J3peaks with λ = {161,16,48} cm−1, ν−1 = {40,1000,600} fs,
Ω = {300,518,745} cm−1, J7peaks with λ = {130,6,18,6,16,48,17} cm−1, ν−1 =
{30,1400,1000,1400,1000,600,1000} fs, Ω = {240,297,342,388,518,745,915} cm−1 and JDL
with λ = 220 cm−1, ν−1 = 15 fs, Ω= 0 are used. JRG, JRR are parametrizations based on the fluo-
rescence line-narrowing data described in the text. Dashes on the horizontal axis mark the energy
difference ∆Ei j of the exciton eigenstates of the LHC II monomer. The inset shows the trimeric
assembly of LHC II.22
σ~n± and this results in a partly non-contiguous memory-access pattern. To reduce the impact
of unaligned operations we store the elements of each hierarchy matrix contiguously and take
advantage of data prefetching (appendix A).
The hierarchy converges for sufficiently large values ∑m,k,s nm,k,s and we terminate the hierar-
chy if the condition∑m,k,s nm,k,s>Nmax is fulfilled. Convergence can be either tested by comparing
deviations in the dynamics for different truncation levels or by testing against the analytically know
absorption spectra of a single chromophore, which is given in terms of integrals involving solely the
bath-correlation function C(t).49–52 The HEOM method implements for computational efficiency
a high-temperature approximation (HTA) for the real part ofC(t), leading to slight deviations from
the analytical results (Appendix B).
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4 Influence of the vibrational peaks on the transport in LHC II
The peaks contained in the spectral density of LHC II reflect underdamped vibrational modes,
which are for specific disorder realizations of the exciton Hamiltonian close to resonance with
the exciton eigenenergy differences (dashes in Fig. 3). It has been suggested that the vibrations
might be tuned in resonance in order to improve inter-band energy transfer from the energetically
higher-lying Chlb sites to the Chla band.29 An experimental assessment of the impact of specific
vibrational modes by 2d-echo spectroscopy is complicated due to superposition of ground-state
vibrations and excited-state absorption signals on top of the stimulated emission pathway, which
for specific systems overshadow electronic coherences.10,53 For the FMO complex, added resonant
modes hardly diminish or enhance transfer efficiencies.16,30 Previous works focus on dimer pairs
as representatives for Chlb/Chla transfer-pathways in LHC II and suggest non-classical phenomena
and vibration-assisted transfer in the model system.29 A typical dimer-pair is given by Chlb 601
and Chla 602 with an energy splitting chosen close to resonance with the intra-molecular vibration
peak at Ωvib = 742 cm−1.
With QMaster an accurate investigation of LHC II transfer dynamics beyond a dimer-model is
possible and allows to assess the relative importance of specific vibrational modes. The simulation
encompasses all 14 sites of the monomeric LHC II unit and adds up to six vibrational peaks on
top of the background spectral density, including the resonant vibrational mode with frequency
Ω = 745 cm−1. To distinguish the influence of specific modes for LHC II we consider distinct
forms of the spectral density, denoted by J7peaks, J3peaks, and JDL, parameters given in Fig. 3.
J7peaks constitutes the most detailed spectral density model, while J3peaks interpolates over fine-
structure around 350 cm−1. In addition a single-peak, non-shifted Drude-Lorentz spectral density
JDL is included in the comparison. All spectral densities cover the energy range spanned by the
exciton energy differences ∆Eik = |Ei−Ek|, where Ei denotes the exciton energies of the LHC II
monomer. The values of ∆Eik are marked by the dashes on the energy axis in Fig. 3. As initial
condition we consider an excitation of the highest exciton eigenstate, which is mainly localized at
the Chlb 606 site (the nomenclature follows Ref.22). We track in Fig. 4 the aggregated excitation
13
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Figure 4: HEOM calculation of the population dynamics in LHC II with initial population of the
highest eigenstate for different spectral densities in Fig. 3 for T = 300 K. Shown is the aggregated
population of all Chlbs as function of time. The inset shows the effect of underdamped modes in
J{3,7}peaks on the population dynamics.
of the Chlb sites (601, 605, 606, 607, 608, and 609). The relaxation proceeds in a very similar
way for all investigated spectral densities J{3,7}peaks, and JDL at T = 300 K. Initially, there is a fast
decay from the high energy Chlb’s to the low energy Chla’s. Around 0.2 ps the population of the
Chlb’s drops below 0.5. Afterward, a slow decay prevails and the a steady thermal state is reached
after 50 ps for JDL. The slower decay is caused by bottleneck effects discussed in Sec. 5. For
simplicity and to demonstrate better the specific features of each spectral density, no average over
static disorder is performed. The distinct peaks in the spectral densities J3peaks and J7peaks lead to
small-amplitude oscillations in the population dynamics (Fig. 4, inset). The relaxation time-scale
is not affected by specific peaks in the spectral density and already the featureless spectral density
JDL reproduces the relaxation dynamics seen with the structured models J{3,7}peaks.
The specific form of the continuum part of the spectral density in turn has a stronger impact
on the transfer pathways and on the duration of electronic coherences. A careful measurement of
the overall form of the spectral density is essential for the accurate modelling of light-harvesting
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complexes.54,55 A coarse grained description of the transfer with a coupling to a continuum of
phonon modes provides a good description of the transport provided that three criteria are fulfilled:
(i) the reorganization energy is in the same order of magnitude as the spectral density of LHC II,
(ii) the spectral density covers the energy range spanned by the differences of the exciton energies
to provide dissipative channels. In addition the slope of the spectral density toward zero frequency
affects the transport through the pure-dephasing rate.9,16 In LHC II, the form of JDL fulfills these
criteria and thus provides a useful coarse-grained representation of the spectral density to assess
the transport dynamics. This finding mirrors the results found in the transport analysis of the
FMO complex9,16 and demonstrates that no fine-tuning of specific vibrational modes is required
to sustain robust and efficient environmentally assisted energy transfer.11,12,56
5 Chlb/Chla transfer time-scale in LHC II
Next we compare various approximate methods to the QMaster results for the time-scale of the
exciton dynamics in LHC II. Approximate methods play an important role for deriving estimates
for the transfer dynamics in photosynthetic networks comprising several hundred chlorophylls,
which are out of reach for exact methods.
LHC II has been extensively studied within the Redfield, Förster, and interpolating approxima-
tions. Without an exact solution of the open system dynamics obtained with QMaster, the error
made by the approximate methods is undefined and it is not known which approximation works
best for a specific system. Test calculations using HEOM for dimers show that the HEOM dynam-
ics approaches the Redfield theory for small couplings between the chromophores and the vibra-
tional bath, while for very large couplings HEOM yields the expected Förster rates.14 The ability
of HEOM to accurately handle the intermediate parameter regime encountered in light-harvesting
complexes establishes HEOM as a reference-standard within the field of excitonic energy-transfer
in photosynthesis.36
HEOM calculations show that in the photosynthetic system of purple bacteria the inter-complex
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Figure 5: Population dynamics in LHC II with initial population of the highest eigenstate ofHex
for spectral density J7peaks at T = 300 K computed with HEOM (QMaster, Nmax = 3) and with
combined Förster-Redfield and modified Redfield theories. For the combined method the initial
eigenstate is obtained fromH strongex Shown is the aggregated population of all Chlb as function of
time.
transfer between LH1 rings and the reaction center (RC) is well described within the Förster pic-
ture.18 This finding is tied to the LH1 system and does not carry over to the case of LHC II. Mainly
two approximate methods for calculating the exciton dynamics have been applied to LHC II, mod-
ified Redfield theory32 and the combined Förster-Redfield approach,34,37 which interpolates be-
tween the two approximations.57 The time-scale for the Chlb/Chla transfer obtained by both meth-
ods differs by one order of magnitude.27,32,34–37
The combined Förster-Redfield theory requires an empirical parameter Mcr for separating the
exciton Hamiltonian between a strongly coupled part H strongex with all off-diagonal elements set
to zero except those |Jmn| >Mcr and the remaining weakly coupled sites.58 Suggested values for
LHC II are Mcr = 20 cm−1 or smaller.27,35
Fig. 5 shows the relaxation process from the Chlb band to the Chla band computed with HEOM
and different approximate methods. In all cases the time-evolution of the aggregated population
at the Chlbs for an initial excitation of the highest exciton eigenstate of the LHC II monomeric
16
unit is depicted. For the combined Förster-Redfield method the initial state is given by the highest
eigenstate of H strongex and we corrected a misprint in Ref.,57 Eqs. (A3,A4) to comply with the
correct Eq. (50) of Ref.58
Modified Redfield theory predicts a too fast relaxation and approaches the thermal state already
after 6 ps. This is about ten times faster than the HEOM result, which reaches a steady thermal-
state after 50 ps. Within the HTA approximation (appendix B) HEOM converges to 0.034 Chlb
steady-state population for JDL, which differs from the thermal population 0.046. For J7peaks and
t > 4 ps HTA-HEOM has an offset compared to combined Förster Redfield theory of about 0.04
aggregated Chlb population.
The dynamics predicted by the combined Förster-Redfield method depends on the choice of
Mcr, especially during the first two picoseconds. Mcr = 30 cm−1 reproduces the initial fast decay
of HEOM, while this decay is underestimated for the lower value Mcr = 20 cm−1. Both choices
for the empirical parameter Mcr reproduce the much slower decay after 4 ps. Overall the combined
Förster-Redfield method fits the HEOM results best, but the determination of Mcr can only be veri-
fied in hind-sight by a comparison with HEOM. None of the approximate methods reproduces the
slow onset of the energy relaxation for t < 0.1 ps seen with HEOM (inset Fig. 5). The delayed re-
laxation in LHC II is caused by strong bottleneck-sites at Chlb 605 and Chla 604, where a transient
population accumulates.32,34 Fig. 6 shows the detailed dynamics at these sites and demonstrates
the failure of modified Redfield theory. HEOM predicts the largest population at site Chlb 605
(Chla 604) around 2.6 ps (0.6 ps) with a population exceeding 0.1 (0.5). Afterwards a slow relax-
ation sets in and after 10 ps there is still a population about 0.07 (0.25) present at site Chlb 605
(Chla 604). The slow decay of the transient population is causing the delay in the aggregated pop-
ulation dynamics, Fig. 5. Modified Redfield theory qualitatively predicts some bottleneck effects
at the two sites, but overestimates the energy relaxation. The combined Förster-Redfield method
reproduced the bottleneck effects with much better agreement. The error of the combined method
depends critically on the choice of Mcr. For the present system parameters Mcr = 30 cm−1 yields a
better agreement with HEOM at the bottleneck site Chlb 605 than Mcr = 20 cm−1.
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Figure 6: Population dynamics at bottleneck sites Chl604 and Chl605 computed with HEOM for
J7peaks at T = 300 K with QMaster, Nmax = 3, combined Förster-Redfield, and modified Redfield
theories.
The HEOM result establishes a reliable inter-band relaxation time-scale and shows that the
relaxation dynamics proceeds not in between the two approximate limits of Förster or Redfield
theory, but closer to the predictions of the combined Förster-Redfield method, albeit with a bigger
than anticipated value of Mcr. The combined Förster-Redfield approach relies on rate equations
for the projected density matrix operators in the energy-eigenbasis, which brings along several
restrictions. (i) the method is limited to very specific initial conditions given in terms of eigenstate
populations ofH strongex , (ii) it does not treat coherence between exciton states contained in the non-
projected density-matrix, and (iii) neglects non-secular and non-Markovian effects. The HEOM
method is free of these restrictions and allows one to track the exciton-dynamics also through a
network with the excitation emanating from a localized site. This initial condition is important for
gaining insight into the physical mechanism underlying efficient transfer15,59 and its relation to the
spectral density.16
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6 Conclusions
With the increasing number of atomistic structure models of photosynthetic complexes, first-
principle computations of the excitonic system Hamiltonian become feasible and require accurate
and scalable computational methods to compute the ensuing open system dynamics to identify the
transport pathways and underlying physical principles. The QMaster tool harnesses the power of
massively parallel processors to accurately simulate the energy transfer in larger light-harvesting
complexes with the HEOM method. The modular and platform independent implementation of the
OpenCL kernels makes QMaster a suitable choice for solving the dynamics of open quantum sys-
tem on existing and emerging many-core processors. Built on top of the accelerated density-matrix
dynamics the easy-to-add functionality during a propagation thread enables the efficient computa-
tion of different calculation modes including tracking the population dynamics, computing linear
absorption spectra, 2d-echo spectra, broad-band pump-probe signals,60,61 or transfer efficiency.
One important feature which sets QMaster apart from other tools is the handling of structured
spectral densities. For LHC II specific vibrational modes induce small oscillations on top of the
overall relaxation dynamics but do not accelerate the relaxation process. The HEOM results rather
emphasizes the importance of inter-band Chlb/a relaxation due to the coupling to a continuum of
phonon modes as opposed to a tuning to resonance of specific intra-molecular vibrations.
The accurate modeling of the transfer dynamics with QMaster resolves the open question
whether a Redfield or Förster description is adequate for studying LHC II. HEOM predicts a slow
transfer time-scale in contrast to the commonly used modified Redfield approximation which un-
derestimates bottleneck effects at Chl 604 and Chl 605. The combined Förster-Redfield approach
yields a reasonable agreement with the HEOM results provided that a larger empirical cut-off pa-
rameter Mcr is used than anticipated from earlier works. The choice of Mcr must be validated by
QMaster in hindsight, depends on the specific realization of the system Hamiltonian and strongly
affects the bottleneck states present in LHC II.
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A Performance strategies across different OpenCL platforms
The QMaster-tool separates performance critical routines written in OpenCL from the general
program flow coded in C++. OpenCL is supported on a wide range of processors spanning hand-
held devices to GPUs and many-core CPUs. The underlying performance characteristics and best
memory layout and thread-block sizes differ considerably and require to either at run-time or be-
forehand choose best parameters for a specific device. One important consideration is the number
of threads launched simultaneously and the assignment of the thread to the hierarchy of Nmatrices
density matrices of size N2sites. For GPUs the optimal strategy is to launch Nmatrices×N2sites threads
in parallel and to employ local device memory for reusing data across warps. In this scheme, one
thread handles one single matrix element. On the many-core CPU we achieve the best performance
by launching Nmatrices threads, where each thread handles N2sites matrix elements and no local mem-
ory is used. These two different launch configurations do not require to change the underlying
data layout in the device-memory, which stores in both cases an array of Nmatrices, with each array
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Figure 7: Monomer lineshape function at T = 300 K for JDL (left panel) and J7peaks (right panel).
Shown is the exact result and the HEOM calculation at different truncation levels of the hierarchy
Nmax.
member holding N2sites matrix elements consecutively.
B Monomer absorption spectra
The convergence and numerical accuracy of the HEOM method is conveniently tested by compar-
ing the absorption spectra for a monomeric two-level system computed with HEOM to the analyt-
ically known result.49,50 The absorption spectra I(ω) of a monomer with excitation frequency ωeg
is given by the Fourier transform of the lineshape function51
I(ω) =
1
pi
ℜ
∫ ∞
0
dt exp
(−g(t)+ i(ω−ωeg−λ )t) , (13)
with g(t) obtained by integrating over the spectral density
g(t) = − 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
J(ω)
ω2
(1+ coth(β h¯ω/2))
(
e−iωt+ iωt−1
)
. (14)
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For the structured spectral density Eq. (7), g(t) can be derived in terms of the hypergeometric
function 2F1. At the physiological temperature-range encountered in light-harvesting complexes,
HEOM uses the high-temperature approximation (HTA) for g(t) to avoid a memory-consuming
Matsubara expansion
gHTA(t) = ∑
ν±=ν±iΩ
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ τ
0
dτ2
[
2e−τ2ν±λ
β h¯
− 4e
−τ2ν±βλν2±h¯
4pi2−β 2ν2±h¯2
+
4βν±h¯δ (τ2)
4pi2−β 2ν2h¯2 − iλν±e
−ν±τ2
]
(15)
The HEOM system is terminated at a certain truncation depth Nmax, resulting in an implicit Nmax
representation of gNmaxHTA(t), with g
∞
HTA(t)≡ gHTA(t). As shown in Fig. 7, already at a truncation level
of Nmax = 3 the monomer line shapes are in good agreement with the HTA and exact expressions
at T = 300 K. For the long-time evolution the HTA leads to a slight offset of the populations from
the true thermal state, which overestimates the final Chla population.
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Application to the light harvesting complex II in the
presence of resonant vibrational modes.
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Designation of Chla/b and parameters used for the LHC II complex
Table 1 lists the values for the site-energies and inter-site couplings of the LHC II system
used in this work. The values are taken from the SI of Ref.,1 Tab. S1 (trimer) and Tab. S2,
last column (****), and reduced to a monomeric unit.
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1
Table 1: Site and intersite-couplings (units cm−1) for the monomeric LHC II unit and a/b
designation of chlorophylls 601–614.
601b 602a 603a 604a 605b 606b 607b
601b 15889 49.64 −5.89 −2.51 0.77 −1.87 −2.49
602a 49.64 15157 38.11 6.42 −0.71 5.6 7.13
603a −5.89 38.11 15287 −3.28 1.13 −8.89 1.23
604a −2.51 6.42 −3.28 15460 3.35 104.56 35.93
605b 0.77 −0.71 1.13 3.35 15679 29.71 −4.47
606b −1.87 5.6 −8.89 104.56 29.71 15850 59.38
607b −2.49 7.13 1.23 35.93 −4.47 59.38 15714
608b 2.78 −5.84 6.72 −2.76 −5.13 −4.99 −4.43
609b 3.79 −19.25 96.66 −7.28 −0.77 −0.16 −11.99
610a −5.95 −11.39 12.97 −4.18 1.61 −3.28 −0.14
611a 24.89 9.69 −2.7 −3.8 1.33 −2.52 −2.78
612a 9.13 15.83 −0.76 4.67 −2.85 3.1 3.07
613a −10.79 −4.96 2.68 2.12 −1.4 1.47 2.2
614a 3.59 0.69 −6.7 −3.42 0.37 −2.16 −3.25
(1)
Table 2: (continued from previous table)
608b 609b 610a 611a 612a 613a 614a
601b 2.78 3.79 −5.95 24.89 9.13 −10.79 3.59
602a −5.84 −19.25 −11.39 9.69 15.83 −4.96 0.69
603a 6.72 96.66 12.97 −2.7 −0.76 2.68 −6.7
604a −2.76 −7.28 −4.18 −3.8 4.67 2.12 −3.42
605b −5.13 −0.77 1.61 1.33 −2.85 −1.4 0.37
606b −4.99 −0.16 −3.28 −2.52 3.1 1.47 −2.16
607b −4.43 −11.99 −0.14 −2.78 3.07 2.2 −3.25
608b 15761 36.07 61.97 4.35 −1.08 −2.01 1.3
609b 36.07 15721 3.86 4.3 −2.57 −2.92 2.33
610a 61.97 3.86 15073 −24.96 23.1 7.21 −1.55
611a 4.35 4.3 −24.96 15112 126.92 −6.15 4.55
612a −1.08 −2.57 23.1 126.92 15094 −0.47 −0.18
613a −2.01 −2.92 7.21 −6.15 −0.47 15174 −50.22
614a 1.3 2.33 −1.55 4.55 −0.18 −50.22 15260
(2)
2
